Achieving excellence in teaching, learning and assessment sits at the heart of any quality improvement strategy. Teaching staff are expected to; stretch and challenge all learners both inside and outside of the classroom setting, develop learners’ ‘curious minds’ and prepare learners for life in modern society and Britain (Ofsted expectations from Sept 2015). This highly interactive one day workshop supports teaching staff to develop teaching methods and approaches that develop higher order thinking and raise aspirations in order that learners can reach their maximum potential.

**A CPD day for teaching staff, incorporating:**

- Understanding higher and lower order thinking skills and how to plan learning activities that effectively stretch all learners
- Exploring a range of learner centred, collaborative and problem solving based approaches to teaching and learning
- Developing questioning techniques to enhance learning and assessment
- Developing and advancing English and maths skills in the practical environment
- What does outstanding look like and how does this relate to the 2015 CIF

To reserve your preferred dates for this activity please contact paulmurphy@landex.org.uk
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